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Abstract
Increase in the usage Internet of Things has driven lot of importance to wireless sensor networks.
Wireless sensor network consists of sensor nodes with low power and low transmission range.
Sensor power is the crucial part because if the power goes down, the sensors die out and will not
be available for communication. This project deals with sensor nodes which are deployed in an
area and there is an external source available for harvesting power. The harvested energy keeps
the sensor nodes powered and the communication in the network can sustain for longer time.
This work talks about the simulation methods of a multi-agent reinforcement algorithm that aims
at minimizing the energy consumption in a wireless sensor network. The simulation is performed
in Cooja simulator of Contiki Operating System. Contiki OS is an open source Real Time
Operating System (RTOS) for low power wireless devices. Internet of Things has many features
including power awareness which is providing mechanisms for the estimation of power
consumption in the network. Developing and debugging large wireless networks is really difficult
and this is made much easier by providing environment to develop applications on fully emulated
devices using Cooja, the Contiki network simulator.
The simulation is carried out for two scenarios on a network where are two sensor nodes and one
sink node. The results are studied for both the cases and seen that overall energy consumption on
the network is reduced for the case where the q-learning algorithm is used.
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Introduction
Internet of Things has gained a widespread attention in the research fields of communication in
the past few years. One of the key areas of focus in Internet of Things (IoT) is the Wireless Sensor
Network which is used many fields like military operations, factory automations, real-time
monitoring. A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a network which is formed by large number of
sensor nodes in an area which are deployed to monitor the physical characteristics and to collect
information regarding the environment. The information collected by these sensor nodes can be
light, heat, temperature, pressure, etc., which will have to be communicated to a coordinator node
which then sends to another system for subsequent usage. These sensor nodes are low power
devices with very low battery time and throughput.
The energy wastage in WSNs is mainly due to reasons like collisions producing many
retransmissions and increasing the latency, idle listening where radio of the sensor nodes will be
kept on for longer periods of time to monitor the channel for the packets, overhearing where the
nodes will pick up the packets which are not intended for them.
These sensor nodes have their battery life very low and when present along with any energy
harvester, these can show better lifetimes. For the sensor nodes which must send the same data to
the collector, the network throughput can be increased if the sensor nodes can be managed to send
data from only one of them to the collector node [1]. In [1] a new MAC protocol called Flip MAC
is proposed which uses any-to-one communication protocol.
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In [2] the reinforcement learning is used to determine the best possible node to transmit to the
collector node. Q-learning is used to train the model and the next best state for a current state of
the network is selected.

Any-to-one Communication Protocol
When there are many sensor nodes deployed in an area, to save the energy consumption of the
sensor nodes, it will be beneficial to send data from only one sensor to the sink node [2]. To know
which the best node is to send data, a machine learning model can be trained on the sensor node
which has information about all the other sensors in the network. Then best node can be determined
according to the current state. This sensor node can then send the data and all the other sensor
nodes can sleep till the next cycle. At the next cycle, again the machine learning model will be
trained on the deciding sensor node. The process repeats.

Contiki OS
Contiki OS is an open source Real-time Operating System that has a network simulator called
Cooja [5]. This network simulator makes it easy to develop and run user defined applications very
smoothly and provide deep insights into the results using various forms like mote output window,
network traffic window, power trackers, etc.

Implementation
The algorithm is simulated using Cooja simulator of Contiki Operating system. The current
simulation is performed in a network where there are two sensor nodes and one sink node. To
understand the effect of using the Q-learning algorithm on the network, two cases are simulated
for the considered network and then the results are analyzed.
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Case 1 – No ML case
The first case is simulated with two sensor nodes sending messages to the sink node at an interval
of 30 clock seconds. Sky motes are used in the simulation. It does not involve any Q-learning
training. The simulation is performed for 1 hour.

Figure 1: Cooja Simulator GUI for Non-ML case

Case 2 – ML case
The second case consists of two sensor nodes and a sink node. Sky motes are used in the
simulation. Let us consider the two sensor nodes to be node 1 and node 2 and the sink node to be
node 3. The simulation is performed for 1 hour. The steps in this firmware are as described below.
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Step 1: node 1 will broadcast its state to node 2.
Step 2: Node 2 is the deciding node here. After it receives the states of the network sensor nodes,
it will feed all the details to the q-learning function, i.e., it will send the transmission level of node
1 and transmission level of node 2.
Step 3: Model will be trained and give output which is the sensor node id and the transmission
power with which it has to send data to the sink node.
Step 4: Node 2 after receiving the output from the q-learning function, it will broadcast the result
to other sensor nodes in the network, which is node 1 in this case.
Step 5: If node 2 is the sensor which must send data to the sink node, then it will send the unicast
message to the sink node.
Step 6: After receiving the broadcast message from the node 2, node 1 will check if it is the senor
node that has to send unicast message to the sink node. If yes, it will send the unicast message to
the sink node. If no, it will sleep till the next cycle when the q-learning function will be called.
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Figure 2: Cooja Simulator GUI for ML Case

Adding required libraries for ML function in Cooja
For the reinforcement learning functions some math libraries need to be included in Contiki system [10].
This is done by changing the Makefile.include file. So, at the end of LDFLGS, -lm should be added as
shown below.
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Adding the powertrace app to application
Powertrace app of the Contiki system will show the power values of the sensor nodes at different
interval of time. To use it in the firmware, firstly add the powertrace app in the makefile of the
“rime” folder by adding the below shown line.
APPS+=powertrace
Then the powertrace app can be referenced in the firmware file by including the powertrace.h
header file. Open the firmware file and add the below include line.
#include “powertrace.h”
Powertrace can be called providing number of clockseconds it has to repeat. In this project, the
power values of the sensor nodes will be collected for every 60 seconds of the Contiki clock.
powertrace_start (CLOCK_SECOND * 60);

Cooja Simulation Procedure
After logging into the Contiki OS, run the terminal to open the Cooja simulator by entering the
following
> cd contiki/tools/cooja
> ant run
Cooja simulator will be opened. Now start a new simulation by selecting File->New Simulation.
Following window will appear. Provide a name to the simulation. Then click on create button.
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Simulation window will appear.

Figure 3: Cooja Simulation window
Select Motes->Add motes->Create a new mote->sky mote…
In the window that appears, provide a description if needed and then select the respected firmware
file which has to be run in each of the cases that are being studied in this project. Then click on
compile tab.
After the file is successfully compiled, create button will be enabled.
Click on create button to add 3 sky motes to the simulation window. Motes will be placed randomly
by default. Their positions can be changed anytime even during the simulation is running.
After the nodes appear in the network window, select the “view” button on the top left of the
network window. This option will enable to view details of the motes during the simulation. In the
dropdown shown, “node id”, “radio traffic”, “10m background”, “node radio” can be selected.
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After the “10m background grid” is seen in the network window, adjust the locations of the nodes
in triangular model according to the below image.

Figure 4: Cooja Simulator GUI and different windows
The Simulation control window provides buttons to start, pause, stop and reload the simulation. It
also shows the time and speed of the simulation running. Start the simulation and run it for 1 hour.
During the simulation, the “Mote output” window will show the outputs for each sky mote sensor
node according to the timeline. It displays the message details, the time at which the message was
sent or received, and the node ID details. The power trace values of each sensor node will also be
displayed in the form of number of clock ticks. The output can also be saved to a file through the
menu options present in it which will be used for energy calculations later. The ‘Timeline showing
3 motes’ window will provide a visual understanding of what happens at each node as time moves.
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Energy Calculations
The values produced by the powertrace app needs to be processed to understand the energy
consumption of the sensor nodes. So, the output from the “Mote output” window is saved to a text
file by clicking on the File -> Save to file option. A sample powertrace output is show below. This
is a part of the complete log file that is saved.

Figure 5: Example of Powertrace results for a node
The above image shows the powertrace output for node 1. The values of interest for the energy
consumption calculations are 144762, 3780546, 2211, 25098. These numbers refer to ALL_CPU,
ALL_LPM, ALL_TX and ALL_RX values. ALL_CPU is the total number of clock ticks when the
CPU is high or in active mode. ALL_LPM is the total of clock ticks in the Low Power Mode state.
ALL_TX is the total number of clock ticks in the Transmit state. ALL_RX is the total number of
clock ticks in the Receive state.
Below is the sample data for a sensor node 2.
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Figure 6: Sample Powertrace data for 10 intervals
The Power consumption is then calculated by using the bellow formula [6]:
Power Consumption = (Energest_Value *Current * Voltage) / (RTIMER_SECOND * Runtime)
•

Energest_Value will be obtained by taking the difference between number of ticks between
a time interval and its previous time interval.

•

According to the Skymote Datasheet [7], the values used are
o Voltage = 3V
o Current = 330 uA, 1.1 uA, 18.8 mA, and 17.4 mA for CPU, LPM, TX, and RX
o RTIMER_SECOND = 32768
o Runtime = 360

The Power consumption in mW will be as shown in table
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Figure 7: Sample Power Calculations for 10 intervals
The average energy consumption over the entire interval is 0.0751531 mW.

Results and analysis
The energy consumption values are calculated for all the three nodes in the network using the
method described in the above section for both ML case and non-ML case.

NO ML case: 2 sensor nodes sending data to sink node
1) Node 3 (Sink Node in this case)

Figure 8: Power Calculations for No ML case - Node 3 (Sink Node)
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Average of the total energy consumption over entire interval for Sink Node = 0.12176159 mW
2) Node 2

Figure 9: Power Calculations for No ML case - Node 2
Average of the total energy consumption over entire interval for Sensor Node 2 = 0.0751531 mW
3) Node 1

Figure 10: Power Calculations for No ML case - Node 1
Average of the total energy consumption over entire interval for Sensor Node 3 = 0.07142808 mW
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ML case: 2 sensor nodes with only one sending data to sink node
1) Node 3 (Sink Node)

Figure 11: Power Calculations for ML case - Node 3 (Sink Node)
Average of the total energy consumption over entire interval for Sink Node = 0.03911078 mW
2) Node 2 (ML node and sender to Sink Node)

Figure 12: Power Calculations for ML case - Node 2 (ML node and data sender to sink node)
Average of the total energy consumption over entire interval for Node 2 = 0.04307551 mW
3) Node 1 (Sleep Node)
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Figure 13: Power Calculations for ML case - Node 1
Average of the total energy consumption over entire interval for Node 1 = 0.02320227 mW
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Graphs Comparison of Power Consumptions (mW) for ML and Non-ML Cases:

Figure 14: Power Consumption graphs (mW)

Total Average Power Consumption in the Network:
The average energy consumption values for both cases for a duration of 1 hour of simulation timer
is as shown below for the ease of comparison. It is seen from the below table that the average
energy consumption is higher for individual sensors as well as overall network for the network
without using the q-learning algorithm when compared to the one using q-learning algorithm. It is
because only one sensor node gets to send the data to the sink/collector node and the possibility of
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collisions will not be present in such case. On the other hand, when two sensor nodes send data to
the sink/collector node, the possibility of collisions is high on comparison. Other thing to note is
that in case of the network using ML, other than the node sending data to sink node, rest all of the
sensors will be in sleep mode until the next cycle, which is not happening in the No ML case
because of which the overall average energy consumption is less in the ML case.

Figure 15: Average Energy Consumption (mW) Values

Drawbacks of Cooja Simulator
Larger network was difficult to simulate using the Sky mote emulated sensors present in the Cooja
Simulator. When the number of sensor nodes increases in the network, arrays (of type double)
used in the reinforcement learning functions like the transition probability array will be larger in
dimension. As the size of these arrays increases the sky mote is throwing “Array size too large”
error while compiling the firmware onto these sensor nodes. The memory size of 10 KB RAM is
not enough for increased number of sensor nodes.
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Conclusion and Future Recommendations
The simulation of the any-to-one protocol is performed using two sensor nodes and one sin node
for 1 hour of duration. It is seen that the average energy consumption reduces when q-learning
algorithm is used in deciding the best sensor node to send the data to sink. As seen that the Cooja
Sky motes are not suitable for larger sensor networks, the future works can extend to implement
the algorithm for a greater number of nodes in the network using various network simulation
softwares.
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